


Over the years, many books written by Writers’ Trust award 
winners have been challenged in libraries and bookstores. 
As an organization that rewards literary excellence, we are 
proud to join the fight for a reader’s right to access any and 
all books, especially those that offer insight into unique 
perspectives.

WRITERS’ TRUST OF CANADA

We believe that creators and publishers should have the means 
to express their unique literary and artistic perspectives and 
that readers should equally have access to as wide a variety 
of content as possible. Few things are as critical to this social 
mission as the freedom to read.

ACCESS COPYRIGHT

At the Word on the Street, we celebrate dynamic stories 
from Canadian and Indigenous writers. Freedom to read 
means we can bring 200,000 (or more!) readers together 
to listen to, explore and share those stories in person every 
year. Readers are our community, our staff, our reason for 
being here.

THE WORD ON THE STREET TORONTO

During TD Canadian Children’s Book Week, the 
CCBC sends 30 authors, illustrators and storytellers 
across Canada to visit libraries, schools and community 
centres. One of the goals of this program is to introduce 
children to worlds different than their own through 
stories. However, some communities have challenged 
the books of touring authors, often because of LGBTQ+ 
content. It is pivotal for children to read books that expand 
their view of the world, and censorship is a direct attack on 
that freedom.

CANADIAN CHILDREN’S BOOK CENTRE

Freedom to Read Week 35th Anniversary
Book and Periodical Council Member Quotations

As a small but mighty literary form, poetry makes a 
commitment to addressing the unaddressable: pushing 
boundaries of language and culture from the margins to 
the mainstream. For the league, freedom to read is a history 
of rebel poets—thank you, Ovid, Baudelaire, Gwendolyn 
Brooks, Allen Ginsberg—and an ongoing revolution, one 
poem at a time.

LEAGUE OF CANADIAN POETS
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Métis and Inuit—are striving 
to revive their ancestral lan-
guages. A few languages (e.g., 
Cree, Inuktitut and Ojibway) 
have thousands of speakers, but 
others (e.g., Kwakiutl, Haida 
and Tlingit) have only a few 
hundred speakers. Many lan-
guages could soon disappear.

We asked two Cree 
writers—Jessica Johns and 
Selina Boan—to talk about the 
freedom to read and the chal-
lenges of learning and writing 
in Cree. They share their views 
in “Languages Contain Worlds 
Inside Them” (page 16). We also asked 
Sandy Crawley to tell us about the Write to 
Read Project BC, which seeks to improve 
library access in rural Indigenous com-
munities in British Columbia. “Growing 
Literacy” appears on page 9.

In “Bridging the Digital Divide” 
(page 15), Katy Anderson writes about the 
Canadians who lack Internet access in their 
homes and/or lack mobile phones. Many 
Canadians are missing the educational 
and economic benefits that come with 
affordable Internet access. The federal gov-
ernment could help these people, Anderson 
says, by putting a national broadband 
strategy into effect.

Of course, long-established challenges 
to our freedom to read persist. In “Jumping 
on the Social Media Bandwagon” (page 6), 

Donna Bowman and 
Katherine McColgan 
report the latest 
attempts to censor 
books, magazines 
and speakers in Can-
adian public libraries. 
Joan Baxter recounts 
how a pulp and paper 
company scotched 
her book signing in 
New Glasgow. Read 
“When the Mill 
Attacked The Mill 
and Free Expression 
in Nova Scotia” 
(page 8) to learn the 
details.

DEAR READERS, 
This year, we mark the 35th anniversary of 
Freedom to Read Week and the 35th issue 
of Freedom to Read. In 1984, the Freedom 
of Expression Committee of the Book and 
Periodical Development Council launched 

both to raise Canadians’ awareness of 
censorship threats in Canada and to encour-
age Canadians to celebrate their freedom 
to read.

Throughout our committee’s 41-year exist-
ence, we have resisted attempts 
to ban books and magazines 
from public schools and librar-
ies. We have protested the legal 
ban on imported gay and lesbian 
literature and attempts to censor 
the Internet. We have criticized 
government bills and judicial 
decisions that restrict Canadians’ 
freedom to publish and read.

Today, near the end of the 
second decade of the 21st cen-
tury, we still do these things, but 
we also face new challenges. In 
this issue of Freedom to Read, we 
explore them.

The Indigenous peoples in 
Canada—the First Nations, 

FOREWORD

Wealthy people and 
corporations sometimes file 
expensive, time-consuming 
and meritless lawsuits (called 
SLAPPs) to punish their less-
wealthy critics. In recent years, 
the governments of Quebec 
and Ontario have enacted laws 
to curtail SLAPPs, and in late 
2018 the government of British 
Columbia was poised to enact a 
similar law. In “Protecting the 
Right to Speak Out” (page 14), 
Grant Buckler explores how 
effective anti-SLAPP laws are.

In Quebec, Michel Cormier 
reports the story of Marie-Maude Denis, 
a journalist who has been ordered by a 
judge to reveal her sources in the trial of 
a former cabinet minister. Could the new 
federal Journalistic Sources Protection 
Act help her? Read “Shielding Journalistic 
Sources” (page 19) to find out. In “Mean-
while in Quebec …” 
(page 18), Charles 
Montpetit also 
examines five inci-
dents that affected 
free expression and 
asks readers whether 
censorship occurred.

Franklin Carter is 
the BPC’s champion 
of free expression in 
2019. Mark Leiren- 
Young interviews the 
editor, researcher 
and long-time 
supporter of the 
Freedom of Expression Committee on page 
10. We also asked Carter to write two arti-
cles for this issue of Freedom to Read. “Vital 
Statistics” appears on page 5, and “Freedom 
of Expression in Canada (2009–18)” begins 
on page 12.

We conclude this year’s issue with “Get 
Involved” (pages 20–24). We not only list 
challenged books and magazines and suggest 
activities for Freedom to Read Week, but also 
invite you to play Defenders!, Jaclyn Law’s 
board game (page 24), and connect with us 
online. Above all, we hope you enjoy the 
magazine and Freedom to Read Week!  

Freedom to Read Week poster, 1984

Freedom to Read 
Week poster, 1993

Freedom to Read Week 
poster, 2005

Freedom to Read 
Week poster, 2006

http://www.freedomtoread.ca/
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POSITION STATEMENT

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION AND FREEDOM TO READ
A statement of the basic tenets of the Freedom of Expression Committee 
of the Book and Periodical Council

“Everyone has the fol lowing fundamental 
freedoms . . . thought, belief, opinion, and 
expression.”  —Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IS A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT OF ALL CANADIANS,  
and freedom to read is part of that precious heritage. Our Committee, repre-
senting member organizations and associations of the Book and Periodical 

Council, reaffirms its support of this vital principle and opposes all efforts to suppress 
writing and silence writers. Words and images in their myriad configurations are the 
substance of free expression.

The freedom to choose what we read does not, however, include the freedom to choose 
for others. We accept that courts alone have the authority to restrict reading material, a 
prerogative that cannot be delegated or appropriated. Prior restraint demeans individual 
responsibility; it is anathema to freedom and democracy.

As writers, editors, publishers, book manufacturers, distributors, retailers and 
librarians, we abhor arbitrary interpretations of the law and other attempts to limit 
freedom of expression.

We recognize court judgements; otherwise, we oppose the detention, seizure, 
destruction or banning of books and periodicals—indeed, any effort to deny, repress or 
sanitize. Censorship does not protect society; it smothers creativity and precludes open 
debate of controversial issues.

Endorsed by the Book and Periodical Council
February 5, 1997. Reaffirmed on February 28, 2017.

thebpc
BOOK AND PERIODICAL     COUNCIL

The Book and Periodical Council (BPC) 
is the umbrella organization for Canadian 
associations that are or whose members 
are primarily involved with the writing, 
editing, translating, publishing, producing, 
distributing, lending, marketing, reading 
and selling of written words.

MEMBERS 2018–19
› Access Copyright
› Alberta Magazine Publishers Association
› Association of Book Publishers of British 

Columbia
› Association of Canadian Publishers
› Association of Manitoba Book Publishers
› Atlantic Publishers Marketing Association
› BookNet Canada
› Book Publishers Association of Alberta
› Canadian Authors Association
› Canadian Children’s Book Centre
› Canadian Copyright Institute
› Canadian Publishers’ Council
› Canadian Society of Children’s Authors, 

Illustrators and Performers
› Editors Canada
› Indexing Society of Canada
› League of Canadian Poets
› Literary Press Group of Canada
› Magazines Canada
› National Reading Campaign
› Ontario Book Publishers Organization
› Ontario Library Association
› Periodical Marketers of Canada
› The Word on the Street Toronto
› The Writers’ Union of Canada
› Writers’ Trust of Canada

AFFILIATES 2018–19
› Accompass
› Calyx Ground Transportation Solutions
› Canpar Courier
› Fraser Direct Distribution Services
› Georgetown Terminal Warehouses
› Universal Logistics
› Webcom

BPC EXECUTIVE
› Chair: Christen Thomas
› Vice-Chair: Marg Anne Morrison
› Past Chair: Anita Purcell
› Treasurer: Marg Anne Morrison

BPC STAFF
› Executive Director: Anne McClelland
› Program Coordinator: Dominique 

Bernier-Cormier

BIENVENUE AUX FRANCOPHONES!
Sur notre site Internet, vous trouverez plusieurs documents qui complètent la 
présente publication :
› une liste d’ouvrages en français traitant de la censure canadienne;
› une étude bilingue des 58 733 oeuvres retenues aux douanes et des  

19 437 interdictions décrétées par l’Unité des importations prohibées de 
1985 à 2018;

› une chronologie, divers essais et une compilation de plus de 650 
victimes de censure, ainsi que de quelque 1250 titres disponibles en 
français qui leur ont valu des attaques depuis 1625 au Canada — 
l’écrivain Charles Montpetit, lui-même frappé de maintes interdictions, 
relate les faits saillants entourant chacun de ces cas, et invite le public 
à lui signaler d’autres incidents en prévision d’éventuelles mises à jour.

Tous ces documents sont accessibles grâce aux liens fournis sur notre 
page d’accueil ( freedomtoread.ca ), et peuvent être téléchargés sans frais. 
Bonne lecture!

TO ORDER REVIEWS AND POSTERS
The Freedom to Read kit (review plus folded poster) may be ordered from the Book 
and Periodical Council for $12.50 plus shipping, handling and HST. Orders for 10 kits 
or more, shipped to a single address, receive a 20% discount and may be accompanied 
by a purchase order. Flat, rolled, full-colour posters are available for $12.00 plus ship-
ping, handling and HST (GST/HST#R106801889). All orders are non-refundable.

Book and Periodical Council
192 Spadina Avenue, Suite 107, Toronto, Ontario  M5T 2C2
Phone  416.975.9366  |  Fax  416.975.1839
Email   info@theBPC.ca   |  Web   freedomtoread.ca   |   theBPC.ca 

http://www.freedomtoread.ca/
mailto:info@theBPC.ca
http://www.freedomtoread.ca/
http://www.thebpc.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/FreedomToReadWeek/
https://twitter.com/Freedom_to_Read
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VITAL STATISTICS True Facts About the Freedom to  
Speak, Read and Write

By  Franklin Carter

1,673,785 The total 
number of 

Aboriginal people in Canada in 2016.

228,765 The number of 
people who spoke 

an Aboriginal language at home in 
2016. The figure is less 
than  13.7%  of the 
total number.

The most com-
monly spoken lan-
guages were Cree, 
Inuktitut, Ojibway, 
Oji-Cree and Dene.

70+ The number of Aboriginal 
languages spoken in 

Canada in 2016. Thirty-six of the 
languages had at least 500 speakers.

Languages spoken by fewer 
than 500 people are in danger of 
disappearing. In 2016, they 
included Haida (445), Tlingit (255) 
and Kutenai (170).

Source: Statistics Canada’s 2016 Census of Population

 Canada’s rank in 2018 on the World Press Freedom Index 
of Reporters Without Borders.

The index annually ranks the press freedom of 180 
countries. A rank of one is the best score; a rank of 180 is the worst.

Reporters Without Borders approved of the Canadian government’s 
enactment of a law to protect the confidentiality of journalists’ sources 
and the Quebec government’s creation of a commission to investigate 
police surveillance of journalists.

But Reporters Without Borders also noted that two journalists—
Ben Makuch of Vice Media Canada Inc. and Justin Brake of The 
Independent—were fighting legal battles over how they did their jobs.

Reporters Without Borders is an independent non-governmental 
organization. It is based in Paris, France.

30 The number of countries identified by the Citizen Lab that 
used Netsweeper’s Internet filtering technology in 2018.

The Citizen Lab—a research centre at the University 
of Toronto—investigates threats to privacy, expression and the free-
dom to read on the Internet. Netsweeper Inc. is a Canadian company 
based in Waterloo, Ont.

The Citizen Lab also identified 10 countries whose governments 
used Netsweeper’s products to censor Internet sites 
about politics, religion, sex and sexual minorities.

· Afghanistan · Pakistan · United Arab 
 Emirates· Bahrain · Qatar

· India · Somalia · Yemen
· Kuwait · Sudan

All 10 countries had “problematic rights records,” 
the Citizen Lab said. The report, titled Planet Netsweeper, appeared on 
the Citizen Lab’s website on April 25, 2018.

COURT-ORDERED AWARDS IN DEFAMATION LAWSUITS

The amount of money that Justice Catherine 
Murray of the Supreme Court of British 
Columbia awarded in damages to Kyla Lee, a 

lawyer, on June 12, 2018.
Lee had sued a client for posting a disparaging review 

about her service on Google Plus. She said the review had 
hurt her business.

Justice Murray doubted that the review amounted to 
defamation. Lee won her dispute only because the review-
er failed to appear in court.

The amount of money that Ontario’s 
courts awarded in damages to Ronald 
Rutman, a businessman who had been re-

peatedly defamed on the Internet by two former colleagues.
On November 30, 2016, Justice Michael Penny of the 

Superior Court of Justice ordered two businessmen—Moishe 
Bergman and Saul Rabinowitz—to pay Rutman $700,000.

Bergman and Rabinowitz appealed. Rabinowitz argued 
that the amount was too high.

On January 31, 2018, the Ontario Court of Appeal dis-
missed the appeal and upheld the lower court’s judgment.

The approximate amount of money that 
the Supreme Court of British Columbia 
awarded in damages to Altaf Nazerali, 

the Canadian plaintiff in an Internet defamation lawsuit.
Defendants in the United States had falsely portrayed 

Mr. Nazerali as a drug trafficker, an arms dealer, a financier 
of al-Qaeda and a member of Italian and Russian mafias.

The court awarded the money to Nazerali on May 6, 
2016, but the defendants—author Mark Mitchell, busi-
nessman Patrick Byrne and others—did not exhaust their 
legal appeals until August 2018.

The award is one of the largest in the history of 
Canadian defamation lawsuits.  

$1

$1.1 million

$700,000
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channel made it a Twitter Moment in 
Canada, America, Australia, New Zealand, 
Ireland and England on June 13 [2017],” the 
library reported.

Soon afterward, an influx of nega-
tive replies to the tweets appeared. Exact 
numbers of complaints were not kept, but 
the library did note 719 total responses 
and 1,414 retweets. A review of two tweets 
about the event found 63 negative reactions 
on Twitter, 20 emailed comments and two 
online chat conversations.

People who complained gave reasons 
such as religion, politics and dismay at the 
use of taxpayer dollars for an event featur-
ing drag queens. Others claimed the event 
amounted to child abuse or sexualizing 
children or was otherwise age inappropri-
ate. A few complainants suggested that 
transgender individuals suffer from mental 
illness, making them poor role models and 
choices for a children’s program.

Because social media are borderless, 
many responses came from locations outside 
the library’s community and Canada. A 
large majority came from the United States.

Although speakers and events received 
the greatest number of challenges, there 
were, as in previous years, several challenges 
to materials.

Marvel’s The Avengers Encyclopedia by 
Matt Forbeck was challenged twice in the 
same library and for the same reason: sexism. 
One of the challengers stated it objectifies 
and demeans women and wanted it moved 
out of the children’s section, while the other 
challenger stated that the book objectifies 
and graphically portrays women and wanted 
the book removed from the library.

Lolita by Vladimir Nabokov was 
challenged by a patron who objected to all 
editions of this work. The patron objected 
“to the drive by the paedophilia [sic] to 
have this practice normalized.” The patron 
wanted the book removed from the library’s 
collections. It was discovered during the 
challenge that the patron had stolen the 
book to prevent others from reading it 
while the library board made its decision. 
The patron only returned the book when it 

culture, was challenged in two public 
libraries. They received 304 challenges 
to Boyden’s speaking appearances. The 
author’s claims to Indigenous heritage had 
recently been disputed, and patrons were 
concerned about insensitivity, inaccuracy 
and anti-ethnicity. The number of challen-
ges received for this one speaker equals 41% 
of all challenges reported in 2017.

Boyden’s novel Three Day Road was 
also challenged in 2016 in a high school. 
According to the parent who made the 
challenge, the book was sexually explicit.

In another instance, a library held a 
storytelling session where drag queens read 
aloud to children. Community support 
for the event on social media was high. 
Following the event, because of “high levels 
of engagement on Twitter, the social media 

The tool that was used to collect this 
information is the Annual Challenges Survey 
which is run by the Canadian Federation of 
Library Associations–Fédération cana-
dienne des associations de bibliothèques 
(CFLA–FCAB). In the survey’s 12th con-
secutive year, Canadian libraries reported 
the challenges that they received in 2017 
against their materials, services and policies.

In addition to books and other library 
materials, patrons complained about easy 
access to sexually explicit websites, meeting 
rooms used for purposes they didn’t approve 
of, and guest speakers, library displays and 
exhibitions they found problematic. They 
requested that libraries limit access to all 
these things.

The challenges aimed at library policies in 
Canadian libraries and educational institu-
tions soared to 661 in 2017. (Fifty-one were 
reported in 2016.) And we know that’s only 
the tip of the iceberg. These numbers came 
from 76 libraries across the country—roughly 
9.5% of an estimated 800 public and academic 
libraries and library systems in Canada.

The result of these challenges is interest-
ing. In 2016, of the 51 challenges made to 
policies, none of the policies was changed. 
The number of challenges climbed to 661 in 
2017, but only two policies were changed, 
one of which—the policy regarding access 
to sexually explicit web content—was the 
subject of 42 complaints.

Public libraries were the main target of 
the challenges reported in 2017, accounting 
for more than 90% of responses. Most chal-
lengers (82%) were patrons or the public.

What caused the greatest outcry and a 
demand to revisit a library’s stance on free-
dom of expression? Speakers and events.

Joseph Boyden, a Canadian author best 
known for writing about First Nations  

ONE ELEMENT DOMINATED THE CHALLENGES RECEIVED BY CANADIAN   
libraries in 2017: social media. People’s reactions on social media, particularly 
to speakers appearing at public libraries, produced the most challenges ever 

received in one year—742, to be exact.

Looking at Challenges to Canadian Libraries in 2017

By  Donna Bowman

JUMPING ON THE  
SOCIAL MEDIA BANDWAGON and  Katherine McColgan
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FIND MORE SURVEY RESULTS
Results of the Annual Challenges Survey dating back to 2006 
are available to the public and can be found on the website of the 
Canadian Federation of Library Associations–Fédération canadienne des 
associations de bibliothèques (CFLA–FCAB). Visit  cfla-fcab. ca/en/  
 programs/intellectual-freedom-challenges-survey/ .

was pointed out that the action was theft of 
public property.

Interestingly, the patron recommended 
that the library replace this book with the 
works of two authors—Maya Angelou and 
Eve Ensler—whose books have been chal-
lenged in the past.

Each year, libraries see challenges to 
books from patrons who state that they should 
be banned from collections everywhere.

In 2016, the manga series Cage of Eden 
by Yoshinobu Yamada was challenged 
because the patron thought it was inappro-
priate for any age, sexually explicit and 
violent; the patron also noted there is “blood 
from beginning to end.” In 2017, a library 
was told by a patron that The Troop: A Novel 
of Terror by Nick Cutter contains “obscene 
content” and is “not appropriate to be out on 
library shelves.”

Libraries work every day to create a 
space for learning and community connect-
edness and outreach. Sometimes, we find 
that libraries have done such a great job  
that patrons believe we have the power to 
do anything.

In 2017, several libraries received challen-
ges asking for a national or global call to arms.

Conrad Black’s book Rise to Greatness: 
The History of Canada from the Vikings to the 
Present was challenged in an Ontario public 
library for what the patron considered 
racism. The patron wanted the library to 
“remove all copies across public library 
systems in Canada.”

Roger Sudden by Thomas H. Raddall 
was challenged in a Nova Scotia academic 
library in 2017 for supposed racism. The 
patron wanted all copies removed from that 
library system and from all post-secondary 
and K–12 libraries in the province.

Most often, challenges made in libraries 
are made by patrons and parents or guard-
ians of patrons, and most of the time the 
challenges result in little to no change. 
Sometimes, though, libraries receive chal-
lenges that end in unexpected outcomes.

In a New Brunswick public library, 
a patron challenged two DVDs: Starlet, 
directed by Sean Baker, and Nymphomaniac, 

directed by Lars von Trier. The patron 
stated that the content of both was inappro-
priate for any age and sexually explicit and 
asked for the removal of the DVDs from 
the shelves. The patron borrowed the DVDs 
and took them to the police, expressing 
concern that the movies were available in a 
public library. The police initiated their own 
challenge and destroyed both films. An 
additional copy of Starlet was still available 
for loan, but there was no other copy of 
Nymphomaniac.

Sometimes a library receives a challenge 
from an incensed patron, when no one 
else would even blink an eye. An Ontario 
public library received a complaint about 
the children’s book Art’s Supplies by Chris 
Tougas. It includes a joke that the patron 
found insensitive and inaccurate because 
it misrepresents the artist’s profession: 
“What’s the one thing an artist can’t draw? 
A good wage.”

Interesting trends can be seen in the data 
from 2016 to 2017. One, as we mentioned 
earlier, is the growth in the number of 

challenges. This growth was due largely to 
social media, which have increased challen-
gers’ opportunities to attack publications and 
policies in the public libraries of Canada and 
other countries.

One of the survey respondents noted 
that there is a growing trend to challenge 
materials not solely on their content, but 
also as a judgment on the creators. This 
trend is also true of library speakers or 
author talks. Many challenges to the same 
speaker result.

Interestingly, the number of reported 
challenges prompted by concerns about 
racism decreased from 2016 (22%) to 
2017 (17%). Growing public awareness 
of Indigenous issues likely led to several 
challenges citing racism, insensitivity and 
anti-ethnicity. Items were challenged for 
perceived racism toward other groups too. 
The ripple effect of the #MeToo movement 
against sexual harassment and sexual assault 
likely prompted several challenges against 
authors and speakers, for alleged sexual 
misconduct, in 2017 (12%).

The survey results are based on libraries’ 
voluntary reports. Many libraries do not 
currently contribute to the Annual Chal-
lenges Survey, so the results here provide a 
glimpse into the activities in Canada but 
should not be considered comprehensive.    

Donna Bowman is a member of CFLA–FCAB’s 
Intellectual Freedom Committee. She has 
worked on the Annual Challenges Survey 
since its inception in 2006. 
 
Katherine McColgan is the executive  
director of CFLA–FCAB.
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WELL BEFORE IT WAS PUBLISHED,  
I suspected that The Mill: Fifty 
Years of Pulp and Protest was going 

to ruffle feathers.
My book documented how, since the 

day the pulp mill in northern Nova Scotia 
opened in 1967, its air and water pollution 
had spawned wave after wave of protest.

I’d repeatedly asked for interviews with 
the mill management, union representa-
tives, and current and past politicians. My 
requests were ignored or denied.

So, no, I didn’t expect mill managers to 
be fans of the book.

But I never dreamed that in Canada in 
2017 a powerful corporation would try to sup-
press the book in an attack on free expression.

It happened like this.
Two months before the book’s release 

in late October, I’d arranged some signing 
events for the busy pre-Christmas period. 
One would be at a Coles bookstore in New 

Glasgow, a town in Pictou County not far 
from the Northern Pulp mill featured in the 
book. It’s close enough that you can often 
smell the stench that the mill still emits.

In five decades of operation, the mill 
has changed hands five times: four of its 
owners were large American corporations. 
Since 2011, it has been part of Asia Pulp 
and Paper, a subsidiary of the Sinar Mas 
Group, sitting atop the corporate empire of 
the multi-billionaire Widjaja family from 
Indonesia. The company has been sharply 
criticized for its environmental and eco-
nomic record in Southeast Asia.

Research for the book showed that suc-
cessive governments of all political stripes 
had given the mill so many loans, grants, 
indemnity agreements and regulatory 
breaks that it looked almost as if the entire 
province had been captured by a pulp mill.

So, plenty of controversy. But I had 
meticulously documented the facts in more 
than 850 scholarly notes.

A few days before the book signing in 
New Glasgow, I got a call from a Chapters/
Coles/Indigo manager (Indigo is the parent 
company for all three bookstore chains), 
saying that the event had been cancelled. I 
couldn’t get a clear explanation why; I got 
only hints that the bookstore had received 
threats. If the signing went ahead, there 
would be trouble.

Although I was shocked and indignant, 
I eventually relented, even agreeing to stay 
quiet about the cancellation for the sake of the 
bookstore’s staff in a small community that 
was already deeply divided over the pulp mill.

Others had no intention of staying quiet. 
The event had been advertised, so on the 
Saturday in question people showed up. 
When they learned of the cancellation, they 
took to social media in anger.

Then someone in Pictou got hold of and 
gave to the media a letter that the mill’s com-
munications director had sent to current and 

former mill employees. In it, she encouraged 
them to fill out an attached form letter and 
mail it to “Chapters Indigo Head Office” in 
Toronto and the New Glasgow Coles store, 
threatening a nationwide boycott of stores 
should my book signing go ahead.

My phone started ringing off the hook, 
I was doing a half dozen media interviews a 
day, and the story made national news, includ-
ing the front page of The Globe and Mail.

Franke James, chair of the Freedoms and 
Rights Committee of the Writers’ Union 
of Canada (TWUC), took up the cause, 
referring it to the TWUC National Coun-
cil. Then TWUC Executive Director John 
Degen met with Indigo’s CEO, Heather 
Reisman, to discuss the case.

Although Reisman said Chapters 
Indigo remained “open” to hosting more 
events for The Mill, the cancelled signing 
was never rescheduled.

It looked as if the mill’s bullying tactics 
were successful.

But they backfired. The publicity sent book 
sales soaring, and for the next three months 
The Mill was the best-selling book at Chapters 
and Coles bookstores in Nova Scotia.

Still, I remained concerned that a pulp 
mill owned by billionaires and heavily sub-
sidized by Canadians had succeeded in its 
underhanded campaign to have a book sign-
ing cancelled. No apologies. No sanctions. 
No penalty.

This is a dangerous, ominous precedent. 
TWUC’s Freedoms and Rights Commit-
tee’s report to TWUC expresses concern 
that “influential people and businesses will 
continue to try and silence their critics.”  

Joan Baxter is a Nova Scotian journalist, 
international development specialist and an-
thropologist. The Mill: Fifty Years of Pulp and 
Protest (Pottersfield Press) won the 2018 
Atlantic Book Award for Scholarly Writing.

FRONT LINES

By  Joan 
Baxter
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WHEN THE MILL ATTACKED 
THE MILL AND  
FREE EXPRESSION  
IN NOVA SCOTIA
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IN 2007 STEVEN POINT, A TRIBAL CHIEF OF THE STÓ:LŌ  NATION, WAS APPOINTED  
as British Columbia’s lieutenant governor. His aide-de-camp was Bob Blacker, an active 
Rotarian. One day, as Blacker was driving his boss to an official engagement, he spoke 

to Point about the great work that the Rotary Club, a venerable service organization, was 
doing in Africa, building schools in underserved communities.

GROWING LITERACY

The Write to Read Project BC Brings 
Libraries to Isolated Communities

By  Sandy Crawley

FRONT LINES

Point listened with interest and, during an 
uncharacteristic pause in the wellspring of 
Blacker’s tale, asked a simple question:  
“What are you doing here?” Blacker 
responded, “What do you mean?” Point 
explained that many First Nations com-
munities in the province had no access to a 
fundamental benefit of Canadian society: 
a public library. The result of this conver-
sation between two talented and caring 
leaders was an extraordinary initiative 
called the Write to Read Project BC.

“The Write to Read Project BC is an 
equal partnership between participat-
ing Indigenous communities, Rotarians, 
Government House and the volunteers of 
the Write to Read Team,” says the website 
( writetoreadbc.com ). “It brings together 
people who have an interest in increasing 
literacy equity through access to literacy 
materials for rural and remote Indigenous 
communities.”

Since that serendipitous conversation 
between Point and Blacker, the Write to 
Read Project BC has built and stocked 18 
libraries where there had been none and is 
planning more. It’s an extraordinary success 
story, thanks to the leadership of these two 
men and volunteers such as retired librar-
ians, technology providers, publishers, book 
distributors, builders and architects. The 
entire process is based on the respect and 
trust of leaders in the communities who 
have embraced the opportunity to share the 
wonders of the written word.

Eighteen communities from Tl’esqox 
(Toosey) at Riske Creek to Rocky Pines 
now have access to rich and diverse col-
lections of books, periodicals, poetry and 
plays. The collections emphasize appropri-
ate works by Indigenous authors, thanks 
to a new partnership with GoodMinds 
( goodminds.com ), a book distribution 

company based on the Six Nations reserve 
in Brantford, Ont.

Murray Sinclair, an independent senator 
and former chairman of the Indian resi-
dential schools Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada, reminds us that 
truth comes before reconciliation. What 
better way to shed light on the history and 
the cultural divide that continues to spawn 
inequity between the original peoples 
and settlers than to share the works of 
Indigenous authors who contribute works 
of scholarship and creative imagination in 
every genre?

From the beginning, the Write to Read 
Project BC has embraced a key principle of 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission: 
nothing about us without us. Bob Blacker 
understood that it is no longer acceptable 
for well-meaning settlers to descend on 

Indigenous communities with prepackaged 
orthodoxies as solutions to perceived prob-
lems. Taking the lead, he began to visit the 
communities Lieutenant Governor Point 
identified.

Blacker didn’t go in with a plan. He went 
in with questions. He went with an open 
heart and an open mind. He spent time with 
local leaders, shared stories and had the “ten 
thousand cups of tea” that make it possible 
to build real and lasting trust between set-
tlers and the original peoples.

The results are clear: real and measurable 
social progress. The Write to Read Project BC 
is an ideal model to export to other regions in 
Canada but will require significant engage-
ment with and support from the government. 
The project isn’t a one-size-fits-all solution.

While there are significant initiatives to 
build on in other provinces, small and large 
p politics will inevitably pose challenges, 
not least between the diverse communities 
that make up the Indigenous population. 
But those of us who see the critical value 
of sharing knowledge through the written 
word can make it happen. 

Sandy Crawley is the executive director of 
the National Reading Campaign. Visit  
 nationalreadingcampaign.ca .

The library at Tl’esqox (Toosey) opened in 2011. It was the first library that Write to 
Read Project BC installed.
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SPOTLIGHT

branch of the Editors’ Association of Canada 
(EAC). I was 33 years old. In the following 
year, EAC was looking for a representative 
to sit on the Book and Periodical Council’s 
Freedom of Expression Committee. The 
opportunity appealed to me, so I stepped 
forward. I remained EAC’s representative 
until 2003 when I started selling my research 
and editorial services to the committee. I still 
work on contract for the committee. …

Volunteers come and go, but I stayed on 
the Freedom of Expression Committee for 
years because I was passionate about intel-
lectual freedom and because I found the 
issues fascinating. I eventually became one 
of a small number of committee members 
who knew the history of free expression in 
Canada. I knew the issues and the people. I 
became an “expert.”

Q Why do you think freedom of expression 
matters?

A Freedom of expression, which includes 
freedom of speech and freedom of the 

press, is part of intellectual freedom.
Intellectual freedom is necessary if we want 

to receive ideas and information and think 
intelligently about them. Freedom of expres-
sion is necessary if we want to share ideas and 
information and participate in debates.

Good debates help us identify and discard 
wrong or bad ideas. Good debates also foster 
better ideas which help us improve society.

Societies that protect and extend intel-
lectual freedom make all kinds of progress 
while societies that discourage or stamp out 
intellectual freedom stagnate.

We need intellectual freedom—and 
freedom of expression—to solve our 
problems (e.g., political, economic, social, 

A long-time member of the Book and 
Periodical Council’s Freedom of Expression 
Committee, Carter has drafted most of its 
letters and statements over the past two 
decades. He’s also the one fielding ques-
tions and comments from other committee 
members and incorporating their ideas into 
almost everything the committee sends into 
the world.

After years of drafting opinions for 
others to deliver, Carter became one of the 
first people Canadian media call to discuss 
free speech issues. He has been interviewed 
by The Globe and Mail, Toronto Star and 
National Post, and he’s on speed dial for 
CBC radio shows.

Carter stays on top of free expression 
issues in Canada—and elsewhere. He 
regularly updates other committee mem-
bers on what’s happening where and which 
issues are worth shining a spotlight on. 
He’s a stalwart defender of free expression, 
freedom to read and access to information. 
His knowledge of these subjects verges on 
encyclopedic. For his unwavering dedication 
to free expression, the BPC chose Carter as 
its 2019 champion of free expression.

I’ve known Franklin since my first stint on 
the Freedom of Expression Committee in the 
late 1990s. He’s always been modest about the 
amount of work he does to fight for Canadian 
free speech and, as a professional editor, he’s 
precise about his words. So, I wasn’t surprised 
when he opted to do an email Q&A.

Q What’s your secret origin story? How did 
you first get involved with the BPC and 

its Freedom of Expression Committee?

A In 1995, I decided to become a self-em-
ployed editor and joined the Toronto 

PEOPLE WHO CARE ABOUT FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN CANADA 
 have likely read something by Franklin Carter—but they may not realize it. 
He’s an unsung hero for Canadian creators and publishers.

Franklin Carter on Fighting Censorship 
in the Age of Twitter

CHAMPION OF 
FREE EXPRESSION

scientific, environmental) and make our 
lives happier, better and more secure.

Q How do you convince other people that 
freedom of expression matters?

A When I write or speak, I rely on facts, 
reason and plain language to make 

my case. I also listen to people and calmly 
respond to their questions and objections. 
However, this strategy doesn’t always work. 
People who react negatively to a publica-
tion—people who experience fear, anger 
or disgust and then demand censorship—
are not always receptive to calm, factual 
and reasoned arguments in favour of free 
expression and the freedom to read.

Q What was your first encounter with 
censorship? Did anything predate your 

official involvement: something in high 
school, something you came across in your 
work as an editor?

A I grew up in Etobicoke (which is now 
western Toronto) in the 1960s and 

1970s. I lived in a comfortable middle-class 
home in a safe and leafy suburb. My parents 
encouraged reading, a love of art, and edu-
cational achievement.

When I was a teenager in the late 1970s 
and 1980, I felt annoyed when the Ontario 
Board of Censors cut out parts of movies (such 
as Volker Schlöndorff’s The Tin Drum) or 
banned entire movies (such as Louis Malle’s 
Pretty Baby). Who were the people making 
these decisions for me and other Ontarians?

I also noticed that men’s sex 
magazines—chiefly Playboy and Pent-
house—made a lot of adults nervous or 
indignant. … I wanted to read them but was 
too intimidated to buy them. My parents 
wouldn’t have tolerated their presence in our 
home anyway.

Years later, as an adult, I bought and 
read copies of Penthouse and Playboy. I 
watched The Tin Drum. (I still haven’t seen 

By  Mark Leiren-Young
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Mark Leiren-Young ( leiren-young.com ) is an author, playwright, satirist and host of the 
Skaana podcast about ocean issues. He first joined the Book and Periodical Council’s 
Freedom of Expression Committee to represent the Playwrights Union of Canada in the 
late 1990s. He now represents the Writers’ Union of Canada.

Pretty Baby.) I didn’t see what all the fuss 
was about. I didn’t think the moral panics 
were justified.

The 1960s and 1970s were also years of the 
Cold War. I became aware of the Cold War 
when I was a boy. I knew that our society 
faced a great enemy, the Soviet Union. The 
Soviets wanted to radically change our way 
of life and could destroy us in a nuclear war.

We couldn’t get away from the Cold 
War. We were reminded of it every week in 
the news media. I remember seeing images 
of grim-faced Soviet leaders reviewing 
military parades in Moscow’s Red Square. 
I remember watching TV footage of U.S. 
soldiers fighting communist guerrillas in 
the jungles of Southeast Asia.

When I turned 19, I entered the Uni-
versity of Toronto and sought to learn more 
about the Soviet threat. I spent a large 
part of five years (1980–85) studying the 
history, theory and practice of communism. 
I learned that the Soviet dictators used 
censorship, among other methods, to main-
tain their power and oppress their people.

In the academic year of 1984–85, I also 
took a seminar course on the history of 
censorship in Western Civilization. Professor 
Paul F. Grendler asked the students to read 
various arguments for and against censorship 
from the days of Plato in ancient Greece to 
the 20th century. The course was fascinating.

Ever since my university years, I have asso-
ciated censorship with authoritarian, illiberal 
politics. Today, I think censorship is an attack 
on freedom. Most of the time, censorship is 
unnecessary and does not protect us.

Q Now that we all live in the Twittersphere 
and everything is online, why is anyone 

still trying to ban books?

A If some people feel alarmed, disgusted 
or angered by something that they see in 

a book or a magazine, they may also feel the 
need to do something about it. If they try 
to ban a book or a magazine from a public 
library or a public school, they probably feel 
good about themselves for taking action. 
They can say to themselves and others that 
they are public-spirited citizens who are 
making their community a better place.

If you mention freedom of the press, 
they’ll tell you that press freedom has 
limits. If you mention the freedom to read, 
they’ll say people shouldn’t be reading 
“dangerous” or “offensive” publications.

Censors want to remove the sources of 
their alarm, disgust and anger. They also 
want control over what people read.

Q Who or what do you consider the big-
gest threat to freedom of expression in 

Canada today?

A Strategic lawsuits against public partici-
pation (SLAPPs) are the biggest threat 

to free expression in Canada. A SLAPP 
is a meritless lawsuit. The plaintiffs are 
usually wealthy people. The defendants are 
usually not as wealthy, and they have often 
published something truthful that annoys 
the plaintiffs.

The plaintiffs file their lawsuits, not 
because they have strong cases and expect to 
win, but because they want to force defend-
ants to spend precious time and money in 
court. The plaintiffs want to financially 
punish the defendants for speaking out 
on a public issue. The plaintiffs also want 
to intimidate other would-be critics from 
speaking out.

The costs of a SLAPP to a defendant can 
easily rise into hundreds of thousands of 
dollars. The lawsuits can last for years.

Today, only two provinces—Quebec and 
Ontario—have anti-SLAPP laws in force. 
The government of British Columbia wants 
to reintroduce an anti-SLAPP law. The 
other provinces and territories could benefit 
from having anti-SLAPP laws, but their 
governments don’t seem to be interested in 
enacting them.

Q Is there anything you’re okay with  
seeing censored?

A Yes—child pornography. Society has 
a compelling interest in suppressing 

photographs of children who are sexually 
abused for the entertainment of others. 
The authorities must arrest, convict and 
imprison the people who make and distrib-
ute these photographs.

I’d also consent to the censorship of 
the details of Canadian and allied military 
operations during wartime. Later, after the 
war ends, I’d want to see the censorship 
lifted.

Q If the Freedom of Expression Com-
mittee’s prize were a magic red pencil 

that let you edit Canada’s freedom of 
expression laws, what would you revise, 
rewrite or remove?

A I’d make Section 2 of the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

absolute. I’d disallow limitations and 
exceptions to the fundamental freedoms 
listed in the section.

I’d narrow the authority of the 
Canada Border Services Agency to ban 
or destroy imported publications at the 
international border.

I’d also encourage provincial and  
territorial governments to enact  
anti-SLAPP laws.  

http://www.freedomtoread.ca/
http://leiren-young.com
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JUNE
03  Quebec’s 

government 
enacts a law that 
discourages people 
from filing meritless 
lawsuits to punish 
their critics. The 
law, which appears 
in Section 54.1 of 
Quebec’s Code of 
Civil Procedure, 
takes effect the 
next day.

DEC.
22  The Supreme 

Court of Can-
ada rules on two 
libel disputes: Grant 
v. Torstar Corp. and 
Quan v. Cusson. 
Ruling in the 
defendants’ favour, 
the court creates a 
new defence against 
libel charges: public
interest responsible 
communication.

MAR.
15  In Regina, 

convicted mur-
derer Colin Thatcher 
loses his right to 
profit from sales of his 
memoir. Justice Ted 
Zarzeczny of the Court 
of Queen’s Bench rules 
that Final Appeal: 
Anatomy of a Frame 
violates Saskatchewan’s 
Profits of Criminal 
Notoriety Act.

MAY
07  In R. v. 

National Post, 
the Supreme Court 
of Canada rules that 
reporters have no 
constitutional right 
to keep their sources 
secret. The judges rule 
8–1 against the news-
paper which sought 
to prevent the RCMP 
from examining a con-
fidential, but possibly 
forged, document.

OCT.
22  In Globe and 

Mail v. Canada 
(Attorney General), 
the Supreme Court of 
Canada unanimously 
rules that reporters 
may keep their sources’ 
names secret when 
reporters can show 
that maintaining 
secrecy is in the public 
interest.

MAR.
31  On the 

Poundmaker 
Cree reserve in 
Saskatchewan, 
actors defy a band 
council’s ban and 
perform Deanne 
Kasokeo’s adapta-
tion of Antigone. 
The play portrays a 
corrupt chief.

OCT.
19  In Crookes v. 

Newton, 
the Supreme 
Court of Canada 
rules unanimously 
that hyperlinking 
to libellous sites 
on the Internet— 
but not repeating 
the libels—is 
permissible.

OCT.
17  The Alberta 

Court of 
Appeal rules on 
Lund v. Boissoin. 
The court upholds 
the expression 
rights of Stephen 
Boissoin, the 
Christian author of 
an anti-gay letter 
which appeared in 
the Red Deer  
Advocate in 2002.

NOV.
09  Julien 

Fréchette’s 
Le prix des mots 
(Silence Is Gold) 
premieres at a film 
festival in Montreal. 
The documentary  
examines the 
costly libel dispute 
between two  
Canadian mining 
companies and a 
book publisher  
in Quebec.

DEC.
22  In Montreal,  

a jury declares 
that Rémy Couture 
is not guilty of 
corrupting morals. 
Couture, a special- 
effects artist, had 
displayed realistic 
but fictional images 
of rape, torture 
and murder on the 
Internet.

IN THE LAST 
10 YEARS, 
CANADIANS 

HAVE SEEN 
MANY EVENTS 
THAT AFFECT 
THEIR FREEDOM 
OF EXPRESSION 
AND THEIR 
FREEDOM TO 
READ. HERE 
ARE THE HIGH-
LIGHTS.

By  Franklin Carter
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FEB.
27  In Saskatchewan 

(Human Rights  
Commission) v. 
Whatcott, the Supreme 
Court of Canada 
upholds most of 
Section 14 of the 
Saskatchewan Human 
Rights Code. Section 
14 bans the distribution 
of hate literature.

MAY
21  Ronald J. 

Deibert publishes 
Black Code: Inside the 
Battle for Cyberspace. The 
book describes hidden 
threats to free expres-
sion on the Internet.

JUNE
26  In Ottawa, 

Conservative 
MP Brian Storseth’s 
amendment to the Can-
adian Human Rights 
Act receives royal 
assent. The amendment 
abolishes a ban on the 
repeated transmission of 
hateful messages on the 

Internet.
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Visit  
 freedomtoread.ca   
to see a longer  
chronology: 
1984–2018.

OCT.
08  Evidence for 

Democracy, a 
non-profit organiz-
ation, releases Can 
Scientists Speak? The 
report, written by 
Katie Gibbs and 
Karen Magnuson- 
Ford, says that 
scientists who work 
for the Canadian 
government may 
not speak or publish 
freely about their 
work.

NOV.  In Langley, 
B.C., the 

Langley Teachers’ 
Association, the 
Canadian Union of 
Public Employees 
and the staff of an 
elementary school 
meet to discuss 
censorship. School 
authorities had 
removed thousands 
of books that did not 
match the students’ 
presumed reading 
abilities from a 
school library.

MAR.
09  The federal 

government’s 
Protecting 
Canadians from 
Online Crime 
Act comes into 
effect. The law seeks 
to curtail bullying, 
harassment and the 
non-consensual 
circulation of 
sexually intimate 
images on the 
Internet.

JUNE
18  In Ottawa, 

the Anti- 
terrorism Act 
receives royal assent. 
The law criminalizes, 
among other things, 
the promotion of ter-
rorism and terrorist 
propaganda. Critics 
say that the law will 
inhibit some expres-
sion and dissent.

AUG.
21  The Lethbridge 

Research 
Centre, one of 
Agriculture and 
Agri-Food Canada’s 
science libraries, 
closes. It is the 
16th science library 
of the federal 
government to 
close since 2012 
because of govern-
ment cost cutting.

OCT.
13–16 The 81st 

Congress of 
PEN International 
meets in Quebec 
City. PEN Inter-
national releases 
a briefing paper, 
Free Expression in 
Canada, that 
describes threats 
to free expression 
and access to 
information.

OCT.
19  Canadians 

elect a Liberal 
government. Justin 
Trudeau becomes 
prime minister.

NOV.
03  In Ontario, 

the Protection 
of Public Partici-
pation Act receives 
royal assent. The law 
seeks to discourage 
people from filing 
meritless lawsuits to 
punish their critics.

DEC.
10  In the Supreme 

Court of Nova 
Scotia, Justice Glen 
McDougall strikes 
down the province’s 
Cyber-safety Act. 
The law—the first of 
its kind in Canada—
violates Charter 
rights to free expres-
sion and liberty.

JAN.
22  In Toronto, 

Ontario 
Court Judge Brent 
Knazan rules that 
Gregory Alan 
Elliott is not guilty  
of criminally 
harassing two 
feminist activists—
Stephanie Guthrie  
and Heather 
Reilly—on Twitter.

MAY
19  British  

Columbia’s 
Profits of Criminal  
Notoriety Act 
receives royal 
assent. The law 
seeks to prevent 
convicted criminals 
from making money 
by recounting their 
crimes in books and 
other media. British 
Columbia becomes 
the sixth province 
to enact such a law.

MAR.
22  The Ontario 

Court of 
Appeal orders a 
reporter—Ben 
Makuch of Vice 
Media Canada 
Inc.—to surrender 
his communica-
tions with Farah 
Mohamed Shirdon, 
an accused terror-
ist, to the RCMP. 
Vice Media Canada 
Inc. subsequently 
appeals to the 
Supreme Court of 
Canada.

OCT.
18  In Ottawa, the 

Journalistic 
Sources Protection 
Act receives royal 
assent. The federal 
law seeks to provide 
greater protection 
for reporters’ con-
fidential sources of 
information.

MAY
03  The Canadian  

Committee 
for World Press 
Freedom honours 
Justin Brake with 
a Press Freedom 
Award. Brake, 
who reported Innu 
and Inuit protests at 
the construction site 
of a hydroelectric 
dam in Labrador 
in 2016, faces 
resulting charges of 
disobeying a court 
order, mischief and 
contempt of court.

JULY
05  In Nova 

Scotia, 
the government 
proclaims the 
new Intimate 
Images and 
Cyber-protection 
Act.  

2 0 1 4 2 0 1 5 2 0 1 6 2 0 1 82 0 1 7
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Grant Buckler is a retired journalist who 
volunteers for Canadian Journalists for 
Free Expression and J-Source. He lives in 
Kingston, Ontario.

professor at Université TÉLUQ and Canada 
Research Chair in Media Education and 
Human Rights. One weakness, he says, is 
that the law does not force courts to hear 
challenges to alleged SLAPPs within a 
specific time frame, so an abusive suit can 
hang over a defendant for years. “We’ve had 
cases that took two to three years just to be 
dismissed by the court system,” Landry says.

Landry—author of Threatening Democ-
racy: SLAPPs and the Judicial Repression of 
Political Discourse—believes Ontario’s Pro-
tection of Public Participation Act, passed in 
the fall of 2015, improves on Quebec’s law. In 
particular, Ontario’s law puts less emphasis 
on proving that the lawsuit is “strategic”—
meant primarily to silence the defendant.

Andrea Gonsalves, a partner at Stock-
woods LLP in Toronto, says judges were 
initially leery of Ontario’s law because of 
the “long-revered principle” that plain-
tiffs deserve their day in court. Then two 
rulings by Ontario Superior Court Justice 
Sean Dunphy in late 2016 “interpreted the 
legislation in the way it was meant to be,” 
she says. It “catalyzed the course correction 
that ultimately took place.”

Those two 
cases—Platnick 
v. Bent and Able 
Translations Ltd. v. 
Express International 
Translations Inc.—
were appealed. In 
September 2018, 
the Ontario Court 
of Appeal upheld 
the Able Translations 

decision but overturned the Platnick ruling. 
Gonsalves says the appeal court agreed with 
much of Dunphy’s analysis. These and other 
appeal court decisions released in Septem-
ber won’t discourage future anti-SLAPP 
motions in cases where they should be 
brought, she says.

Some concerns about Ontario’s legislation 
remain. Though the law requires a hearing 
within 60 days, Gonsalves says, court sched-
uling delays, particularly in the Toronto area, 
sometimes prevent timely hearings. It is not 
yet clear how extensive a filing to dismiss a 
suit must be, so some defendants go to con-
siderable expense preparing comprehensive 
submissions. And the law defines matters of 
public interest vaguely, although courts have 
demonstrated a willingness to interpret it 
broadly—an approach endorsed by the Court 
of Appeal, Gonsalves says.

Politicians have introduced anti-SLAPP 
legislation without success through private 
member’s bills in other provinces. B.C.’s bill 
is likely to pass, so Landry hopes momen-
tum may be building. But the biggest factor 
in getting anti-SLAPP laws passed is a 
champion in the government—“somebody at 
the cabinet table” and preferably the attorney 
general, Tollefson says. Ontario had such a 
champion, as does British Columbia.

A controversial lawsuit can also be a 
catalyst, Tollefson says. “It’s entirely pos-
sible that out of the blue this will become 
an issue in a province where it hasn’t [been] 
before, because of a particular case.”

Yet Landry regards anti-SLAPP laws as 
a band-aid solution to a bigger problem. He 
calls SLAPPs “a symptom of unequal access 
to legal representation that means society’s 
economic injustices are reproduced in the 
legal system.”

The answer, Landry says, is for legal rep-
resentation to be considered a public service. 
But he adds: “There is of course absolutely 
no chance that this will happen soon.”  

B.C.’s NDP government introduced the bill 
in May 2018. Chris Tollefson—executive 
director of the Pacific Centre for Environ-
mental Law and Litigation, professor of law 
at the University of Victoria and one of the 
signatories of a letter that urged the law’s 
introduction—says he sees evidence of the 
need for such legislation regularly in deal-
ings with citizens and non-governmental 
organizations. “They’ll tell us quite seriously 
and frequently that they worry about being 
SLAPPed.”

If British Columbia passes its bill, the 
province will be only the third in Canada 
with such legislation. British Columbia 
actually passed Canada’s first anti-SLAPP 
legislation in April 2001, but the NDP 
government of Premier Ujjal Dosanjh was 
replaced weeks later by Gordon Campbell’s 
newly elected Liberals, who repealed the 
act. They claimed that it was too vague 
about the grounds on which a court could 
dismiss a claim and that other legal rem-
edies made it unnecessary.

Quebec passed its anti-SLAPP law 
in 2009. It has survived, but the results 
have been mixed, says Normand Landry, 

BRITISH COLUMBIA MAY SOON HAVE A NEW DEFENCE AGAINST MERITLESS  
lawsuits. The Protection of Public Participation Act was due for its second reading in 
the provincial legislature’s fall 2018 session. The bill aims to make it easier for courts 

to dismiss lawsuits that they judge are meant to discourage free expression by citizens and 
lobby groups. These lawsuits are commonly known as strategic lawsuits against public 
participation (SLAPPs).

British Columbia May Soon Have an Anti-SLAPP Law By  Grant Buckler

PROTECTING THE RIGHT TO SPEAK OUT
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CANADIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMPANIES ARE GEARING UP   
to implement 5G, the next generation of wireless technology, and connect 
our consumer goods—everything from cars and watches to kitchen appli-

ances—online. The innovations are so dazzling that it’s easy to forget that many 
people in Canada lack basic access to the Internet.

How to Ensure Internet Access Is a Reality for All By  Katy Anderson

BRIDGING THE DIGITAL DIVIDE

According to the latest data from the 
Canadian Radio-television and Telecom-
munications Commission (CRTC), 13% of 
households in Canada don’t have Internet 
access at home, and 12% of households don’t 
have a mobile phone. This “digital divide” 
is leaving the country’s most vulnerable 
behind in our online revolution. The impact 
of having no Internet access helps the rich 
stay rich and makes life harder for low- 
income, rural and northern people.

People commonly assume that Internet 
access is a luxury rather than a must-have. 
But the web isn’t just for video games and 
Netflix. It’s increasingly necessary for finding 
and applying for jobs, accessing health ser-
vices, getting important information (such 
as emergency alerts), contacting government 
officials and participating in society.

For students, having reliable Internet 
access can mean the difference between 
earning good grades and failing to complete 
routine homework assignments, either because 
research materials are out of reach or because 
assignments must be submitted online.

The good news is that the CRTC, our 
federal telecom regulator, named high-speed 
broadband Internet access as a basic service 
for all Canadians in 2016. The CRTC put 
it on the same level as electricity and phone 
service—things so essential to daily life that 
the government has a responsibility to step 
in and ensure access. The bad news is that 
the federal government has done little to 
turn this requirement into a reality.

While programs such as Connect to 
Innovate, a federal plan to invest $500 mil-
lion to bring rural and remote communities 
online, are a step in the right direction, they 
don’t go far enough. Handing out funds 
piecemeal is subject to abuse by politicians 
who search for votes in their ridings during 
election campaigns and is not the compre-
hensive plan needed to ensure that everyone 

in Canada can take advantage of the 
21st-century economy.

What’s needed is a national broad-
band strategy. The federal government has 
repeatedly said that the Internet should be 
at the centre of our cultural and economic 
future. Yet, even in 2019, many people are 
offline because the Internet is too expensive 
or simply unavailable where they live. Inter-
net infrastructure is lacking in northern and 
many rural communities, where the choice 
is often between using a satellite provider 
and having no service at all and where sat-
ellite service can be prohibitively expensive 
and wildly unreliable. In rural areas, choice 
can be limited to one or two options; Inter-
net service providers are free to charge some 
of the highest prices in the industrialized 
world for mobile and home Internet access.

Indeed, no matter where you live in 
Canada, mobile data rates are absurdly 
high, and overage fees routinely cost $70 
or more per gigabyte. For struggling 
individuals and families who must choose 
between home Internet and mobile service, 
most choose to have a mobile phone. 
Living without one has become an obstacle 
to success in today’s world. Meanwhile, 
mobile data usage continues to soar by some 
estimates as high as 10% year over year. To 
top it all off, a recent report by Tefficient, a 
telecom analysis firm, showed that Can-
adian companies make some of the highest 
profits on the lowest amounts of data.

It’s time for the government to step in. A 
national broadband strategy needs to include 
a detailed plan that explains how to roll out 
and fund Internet infrastructure in com-
munities that don’t have it. The strategy also 
needs to address the lack of competition in 
the country’s telecom industry. One possible 
solution is to allow mobile virtual network 
operators (MVNOs) into the market. 
MVNOs are smaller companies that rent 

space from larger networks and sell connec-
tivity to customers. Allowing MVNOs has 
led to lower prices in the United Kingdom as 
well as in larger countries such as Australia 
and France, both of which face some of the 
same weather and population density chal-
lenges that Canada does.

When taken care of, the Internet can 
function like a giant library, allowing access 
to vast amounts of knowledge and levelling 
the playing field for all. But this utopian 
vision of the Internet only works when 
everyone has access to it.  

Katy Anderson is a former journalist who 
works as a digital rights campaigner. 
She specializes in access-to-the-Internet 
issues at OpenMedia, a non-profit that 
works to keep the Internet open, affordable 
and surveillance-free. She studies telecom 
policy at the University of Calgary.
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“LANGUAGES CONTAIN WORLDS INSIDE THEM”

Q You’re both learning the Cree language. 
What has that process been like?

Johns  My mom is Cree, and I grew up in a 
household where words were used sparingly 
and not in full sentences. My siblings and I 
learned what little we know from hearing my 
mom, aunties and kokum (grandmother) talk. 
My siblings and I were put in Cree lessons 
when we were little. It was an informal class 
made up of Elders in Peace River. It wasn’t 
through our school system; it was started by 
these Elders for their communities.

My dad is white but was raised by a 
Métis man, whom I call Papa. My aunties, 
my dad’s half-sisters, are Métis and will use 
Creenglish (a mixture of Cree and English), 
but I’ve never heard Papa speak Cree. Very 
recently, my auntie told me that Papa would 
speak Cree with his mom. After she died, 
he stopped speaking it altogether.

My great-auntie Doreen is a school 
principal who teaches Cree, and it’s a huge 
gift that I can talk with her during my 
language-learning journey. She also recom-
mended some great texts, but the process of 
learning is still really hard.
Boan  My experience is very different. I grew 
up on the lands of the Cowichan people with 
my mother and stepdad, who are both set-
tlers. I didn’t have any connection to the Cree 
language or to that side of my family until I 
was older. On my father’s side, my nimosom  
(grandfather) is from Flying Dust First 
Nation while my nohkum (grandmother) 

THE FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION INCLUDES THE FREEDOM TO READ, SPEAK  
and learn your own language. Through violent assimilation policies dating back to the 
19th century, the Canadian government systematically denied Indigenous peoples this 

right. As a result, Indigenous languages are endangered today.

In 2016, Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, 
acting on the recommendation of the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, 
promised to enact an Indigenous Languages 
Act to ensure the preservation, protection 
and revitalization of First Nations, Métis 
and Inuit languages. In November 2018, 
the Department of Canadian Heritage, the 
Assembly of First Nations, Inuit Tapiriit 
Kanatami (a national organization repre-
senting Inuit in Canada) and the Métis 
Nation were still working together to 
develop this legislation.

But for Cree writers Jessica Johns 
and Selina Boan, Trudeau’s actions don’t 
support his promise to help revitalize 
Indigenous languages. For example, his 
decision to buy the Trans Mountain Pipe-
line, despite opposition from Coast Salish 
First Nations (notably the Tsleil-Waututh 
and Squamish nations) in British Col-
umbia, whose land the planned pipeline 
expansion would affect or be built on, 
contradicts his promise because language, 
sovereignty and land are related concerns 
for Indigenous communities.

To explore the relationship between the 
freedom to read and language revitalization, 
we asked Johns and Boan to share their 
thoughts about learning, writing and living 
the Cree language.

Jessica Johns is Nehiyaw (Cree) and a 
member of the Sucker Creek First Nation in 
Treaty 8 territory in Northern Alberta. She 
is the poetry editor of PRISM international, 
a Room magazine collective member and a 
co-organizer of the Indigenous Brilliance 
reading series.

Selina Boan’s work has appeared in num-
erous literary journals including Room, CV2 
and The New Quarterly. She won the gold 
medal for poetry from the National Maga-
zine Awards in 2017 and was shortlisted for 

the 2016 CBC Poetry Prize. She is working 
on a collection of poems that explore her 
Cree and European heritage.

Both writers live, work and learn on 
the unceded, ancestral and traditional 
territory of the Musqueam, Squamish and 
Tsleil-Waututh peoples in southwestern 
British Columbia.

Q What does the freedom to read mean to 
you, as writers, editors and members of 

your communities?

Johns  For me, the idea of freedom to 
read feels like an oxymoron. In Canada, 
Indigenous peoples have been intentionally 
and systematically denied that right and 
freedom. That concept is fraught.
Boan  I agree. It brings to mind the Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms in relation to the 
Indian Act. In the Indian Act, we are not 
considered human. There is an imbalance 
between the ideas of freedom that are 
represented in the Charter and the Indian 
Act. The concept of freedom to read doesn’t 
accurately capture the dynamic between 
Indigenous languages and Canada. There is 
a history in this country of privileging one 
type of knowing and one type of “reading.”
Johns  There has to be meaningful conver-
sation about what freedom to read means for 
Indigenous folks. It needs to be a recipro-
cal conversation where what this concept 
means to us is considered, not just taken into 
account and moulded into Canada’s existing 
system. Our systems have to exist independ-
ently, which I think is a scary thing for a lot 
of settler folks to conceptualize. For one, it’s 
important to recognize that language learn-
ing goes beyond what we speak. It’s how we 
relate to each other; it’s our community and 
relationship to the land. It’s bigger than this, 
and it needs more thought and attention 
than has so far been given.

Two Cree Writers in Conversation About the 
Freedom to Read and Language Revitalization
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Language-Learning Resources

• Cree Literacy Network:  creeliteracy.org 
• Cree Online Dictionary:  creedictionary.com 
• FirstVoices app: iOS and Android
• The Gift of Language and Culture:  

 giftoflanguageandculture.ca 
• mâci-nêhiyawêwin (Beginning Cree) 

by Solomon Ratt
• Nêhiyawêwin (Cree) Word/Phrase of the Day:  

 facebook.com/groups/ 
18414147673/ 

Critical Resources

• Indigenous and Decolonizing Studies and 
Education: Mapping the Long View edited 
by Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Eve Tuck and 
K. Wayne Yang

• Indigenous Literatures, Social Justice, and the 
Decolonial Library by Daniel Heath Justice: a web- 
inar at  choice360.org/librarianship/
webinars/indigenous-literatures 

• Indigenous Writes: A Guide to First Nations, Métis 
and Inuit Issues in Canada by Chelsea Vowel

Creative Works

• The Break and River Woman by Katherena Vermette
• Burning in This Midnight Dream by  

Louise Bernice Halfe
• Full-Metal Indigiqueer and Jonny Appleseed 

by Joshua Whitehead
• Islands of Decolonial Love and This Accident of 

Being Lost by Leanne Betasamosake Simpson
• Slash and Whispering in Shadows by  

Jeannette Armstrong
• This Wound Is a World by Billy-Ray Belcourt

Jessica Johns and Selina Boan share the books and websites that they use for language 
learning and writing. They also recommend creative works by Indigenous writers.

By  Dominique Bernier-Cormier

is from Waterhen First Nation in Northern 
Saskatchewan. Not growing up with a con-
nection to that part of me was challenging. 
Language learning became a way for me to 
begin exploring that part of my identity.

I made the commitment to start learning 
about three years ago, and it has been 
incredibly challenging, partly because it’s 
hard trying to do this kind of learning 
alone. Language does not exist in a vacuum. 
Languages contain worlds inside them. It’s 
important for everyone, especially settlers 
or visitors, to pay respect to the nation or 
community whose lands they are on.

Language is a strong symbol of nation-
hood. When we talk about assimilation, the 
Indian Act, residential school—what do you 
attack first when you are trying to destroy a 
nation or a culture? Language. There is an 
intense history of colonial violence around 
language; it was literally beaten out of us. The 
act of speaking or even just knowing a couple 
words can be a powerful act of resistance.

Q What insights have you gained from 
your language-learning journey?

Boan  Jess, you have a poem, “Nehiyaw  
Iskwewak,” that got me thinking about 
ceremony and what it looks like for different 
people. I’ve begun to think about language 
learning as a form of ceremony, a form of hon-
ouring my ancestors and where I come from.
Johns  When I use Cree in my writing, I 
am using it as a tool for learning more than 
anything else. It allows me to engage with 
the language and repeat it to myself.

Boan  I love that. You have a 
poem, “Advice for the City Bred 
Cree,” where you repeat words 
you’re learning. The first time I 
heard it, I nearly cried. The act of 
repeating words and holding them 
close really resonated with me.

I’m curious about how one 
demonstrates the act of learning in a text 
or work of art. I’m trying to figure out how 
to best communicate mistakes. The act 
of learning can be shadowed by shame or 
embarrassment, and it’s really powerful to 
say, It’s OK, we’re going to make mistakes.
Johns  Louise Bernice Halfe is a great 
example of a Cree poet who treats her 
poems as living, breathing things. She has 
gone back into her work and added more 
Cree words and fixed possible mistakes she 
made based on her language learning. So 
often, Indigenous peoples get the label of 
“expert” placed on them. Because of all the 
violence done to us, we’re still learning a lot 
about ourselves. There’s also the deep shame 
of feeling that you should already know 
something, but you don’t, again, because of 
colonial violences.
Boan  I’ve also gone back and changed 
things, realizing that I used the wrong 
word. Nêhiyawêwin is the y-dialect of Cree, 
and there are tons of different dialects and 
ways of pronouncing words that can vary 
between communities. I wrote a poem 
about the Cree seasons, and in it there are 
two ways of saying break-up (the season 
when the ice melts) in two different dialects. 

I’d made a mistake in the dialects and 
wanted to communicate that mistake.
Johns  I want to touch on the idea of 
shame again. It makes language learning 
that much more difficult. It’s important to 
remember that even though shame is ever 
present, it should not, and does not, belong 
to us. It belongs to the Canadian state that 
has committed ongoing, systemic colonial 
violences against us. I’ve felt better and felt 
myself move through the world better when 
I’ve tried to put that shame aside to learn in 
the ways I know and with the resources I 
have. Language learning is your own jour-
ney, and it’s OK to be wherever you are at.
Boan  I love that. Learning is a vulnerable 
thing, and it’s OK to have those moments 
of vulnerability. I feel embarrassed a lot 
because I don’t have the accent of someone 
whose first language is Cree. I stumble a 
lot. Someone pointed out to me that my 
voice would get really quiet when I said 
“Nêhiyawêwin.” I didn’t even notice I’d 
been embodying and practising that shame 
out loud. So now, I try to speak loudly and 
with pride, even if I’m not pronouncing the 
words perfectly. I let others know that I am 
learning.  

Selina Boan

PERSPECTIVES
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appropriation, chanting “shut it down” at the door of 
the first three shows. When another guest of the 
festival—L.A.-based Moses Sumney—pulls out 
in protest, the remainder of the run is cancelled. Days 
later, a similar outcry temporarily halts the rehearsals for 
Kanata, an upcoming Lepage play about First Nations.

Con: This incident, like the #OscarsSoWhite flap of 
2015, isn’t about censorship but fair hiring. If Lepage 
feels his show was “muzzled” by detractors, then how 
should minorities experience white performers playing 
ethnic characters?

Pro: Lepage argues that “stepping into the shoes of 
another person” is part of any artist’s job description 
and that this principle should be “without exception.” 
As pundit Josée Legault puts it, “Must one be  
Italian-born to sing an opera by Rossini?”

 JULY
 2018

Inspired by the #MeToo movement, the 
director of the literary magazine XYZ, 
Vanessa Courville, quits her job over the 

imminent publication of David Dorais’s Clue parody 
“Qui? Où? Avec quoi?” (“Who? Where? How?”), which 
ends with the rape of its Miss Scarlet character.

Con: The story isn’t struck from the periodical. 
Courville hadn’t called for its suppression either; she 
wanted her own name removed from the masthead and 
was turned down.

Pro: Courville’s sortie prompts the editorial committee 
to delete the text’s final sentence, leaving the rape to 
the readers’ imaginations. Isn’t that the very definition 
of censorship?

The answers to these burning questions appear at right.  

Charles Montpetit is an author who wonders if jour-
nalists’ vested interest in free speech disqualifies 
them from writing objectively about the issue.

IT’S TIME TO PLAY EVERYONE’S FAVOURITE   
guessing game: which of these news items is not a 
free speech issue?

 AUG
 2017

While Quebecers wait for a long-promised 
reform of their access to information laws, 
ATI commission president Jean Chartier 

reveals that nothing keeps him from informing 
politicians about a citizen’s request for sensitive 
material. They could freely apply anti-disclosure 
pressure as they see fit.

Con: No interference has ever been shown to happen, so 
this is idle speculation.

Pro: Shouldn’t the risk of interference be tackled before 
actual scandals occur?

 SEPT
 2017

The Montreal transit society STM nixes ads 
for Les Grands Ballets Canadiens’ show 
Stabat Mater—they depict a bloodied woman 

with a nailed-down foot—for fear that they will “incite 
violence” among passersby.

Con: The STM has the right to oversee what’s posted 
on its vehicles and properties.

Pro: The ad industry already has a regulatory board. 
Must the STM duplicate its job?

 MAY
 2018

Six members of the far-right group Atalante, 
most of them masked, storm the Montreal 
offices of Vice magazine a week after it 

published an article about upcoming clashes between 
right-wing extremists and anti-fascists.

Con: Free speech isn’t infringed, as the protesters 
merely throw tracts around and hand a “garbage media” 
trophy to a journalist.

Pro: Can an outburst so reminiscent of the 2015 attack 
on Charlie Hebdo in Paris fail to qualify as an intimida-
tion attempt?

 JUNE
 2018

Betty Bonifassi, a singer of Serbian descent 
who specializes in traditional slave songs, 
stars in the Montreal Jazz Festival’s produc-

tion of SLĀV, staged by renowned director Robert 
Lepage. Since only two of the seven cast members are 
black (despite advice proffered months earlier by a 
consultant), picketers accuse the artists of cultural 

Meanwhile in Quebec…

By  Charles Montpetit

IS IT CENSORSHIP? 
(THE GAME!)

“There is no context in which white people 
performing black slave songs is okay. 
Especially not while they are dressed like poor 
field workers or cotton pickers. […] This kind 
of black imitation is very reminiscent of 
blackface minstrel shows.” —Moses Sumney
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You didn’t really 
expect us to settle 
these hot-button 
topics with simple 
yes-or-no decrees, 
did you? The beauty 
of free expression 
is that everybody’s 
welcome to speak 
as long as no one 
attempts to shut 
down the debate. 
So keep those 
arguments coming, 
and we’ll see you 
next time on—all 
together now—Is … 
It … Censorship?

ANSWER KEY
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Canada’s Supreme Court to Rule on 
Landmark Court Case in December By  Michel Cormier

SHIELDING JOURNALISTIC SOURCES

IN DECEMBER 2018, THE SUPREME COURT OF CANADA WILL 
 hear the case of Marie-Maude Denis, Radio-Canada’s star investigative 
journalist, who has been ordered by a Quebec judge to reveal her sources in 

the high-profile corruption trial of a former provincial Liberal cabinet minister.

Marc-Yvan Côté, who acted as one of the 
Quebec Liberal Party’s main political 
fundraisers, claims he cannot mount an 
effective defence unless he can find out who 
in government and police circles allegedly 
leaked damaging information to Denis. 
Her reports for Enquête, Radio-Canada’s 
flagship investigative program, revealed 
irregularities in political financing and the 
awarding of public contracts by Quebec’s 
Liberal Party.

The upcoming Supreme Court decision 
represents the first real legal test of a new 
federal law that protects the identity of 
confidential sources of journalists. In a rare 
instance of political solidarity, Parliament 
unanimously passed the bill in October 
2017. The law enabled Canada to join the 
club of democratic countries that afford 
legal protection to citizens who have the 
courage to provide confidential information 
in the public interest to journalists without 
fear of reprisal. The initiative, launched 
by Quebec Conservative senator Claude 
Carignan, was prompted by outrage over 
revelations that the Quebec provincial 
police were granted warrants to scour the 
phone records of eight journalists to find 
their sources.

The law was long overdue. Before, 
Canadian journalists could only rely on the 
precedents of a few court cases when they 
refused to reveal their sources. The law 
represents a historic landmark for Canadian 
journalism and democracy. A reporter’s 
ability to guarantee confidentiality to 
sources is key to investigative journalism.

It is a welcome development that the 
country’s highest court will rule on this 
case. Despite the clear and unanimous will 
of Parliament, the applicability of the law is 
already mired in judicial confusion. A ver-
dict by the Supreme Court will bring clarity 

to the issue and set the course for further 
interpretation.

The original trial judge, André Perreault, 
rejected Côté’s request that Denis be required 
to divulge her sources, citing the new federal 
law. But his decision was overturned on 
appeal by Justice Jean-François Émond of 
Quebec’s Superior Court on March 22, 2018. 
The judge concluded that a journalist’s right to 
protect the identity of sources is not absolute. 
He said forcing Denis to reveal her sources 
could enable the trial to learn whether the 
sources of the leaked information are senior 
officials in UPAC, Quebec’s anti-corruption 
unit, and whether they had leaked the infor-
mation for political purposes.

Denis and Radio-Canada appealed to the 
Quebec Court of Appeal, to no avail. On 
April 12, 2018, a panel of three judges con-
cluded that it was better to let the Supreme 
Court rule on the issue, since the case is a 
first test of the new federal legislation.

It is hard to overstate the importance 
and consequences of the forthcoming 
Supreme Court verdict. If the judges rule 
in favour of Marie-Maude Denis and 
Radio-Canada, they will validate the 
political will of Parliament and recognize 
the protection of confidential journalistic 
sources as a fundamental principle of Can-
adian democracy. The justices will also give 
the new law full judicial backing and enable 
journalists across the country to work on 
investigative stories without the fear of 
betraying their sources’ identities.

If, however, the Supreme Court upholds 
the lower court’s decision, then the conse-
quences would be dire. The long overdue 
recognition of the paramount principle of 
the protection of journalistic sources by the 
Canadian Parliament would be revoked, and 
Canada would slide back a few notches in 
the world ranking of countries that protect 

free speech and freedom of the press.
The supreme irony is that Marie-Maude 

Denis could become the first and possibly 
only one to suffer legal consequences for 
the tenacious, courageous and indispens-
able reporting that led to the Charbonneau 
public inquiry on political corruption in 
Quebec. If she is ordered to reveal the iden-
tity of her sources and doesn’t comply, she 
could face jail time for contempt of court.

More importantly, many citizens and 
civil servants who have the courage to 
reveal damaging information in the public 
interest would likely stay silent, feeling the 
chill of possible identification and reprisal. 
The function of investigative journalism, so 
essential to a healthy democracy, would be 
stifled.  

Michel Cormier is the former executive 
director of news and current affairs at 
Radio-Canada. Until August 2018, he was 
the senior manager responsible for the 
Marie-Maude Denis case.
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Marie-Maude Denis is taking her fight 
to the Supreme Court of Canada.
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Sleeping Dragons All Around 
  SHEREE F ITCH, illustrator MICHELE N IDENOFF

Spooky ABC 
  EVE MERR IAM, illustrator LANE SMITH

The Travels of Babar  JEAN DE BRUNHOFF

Two Dumb Ducks  MAXWELL EATON I I I

The Waiting Dog 
  CAROLYN BECK, illustrator ANDREW BECK

Zeke Pippin  WILLIAM STEIG

YOUNG-ADULT BOOKS

As She Grows  LESLEY ANNE COWAN

Boy O’Boy  BR IAN DOYLE

Bridge to Terabithia  KATHERINE PATERSON

The Catcher in the Rye  J.D. SALINGER

Daniel Half Human  DAVID CHOTJEWITZ, 
 translator DOR IS ORGEL

Docteur Dog   BABETTE COLE

Fear Street series  R.L. STE IN

Goosebumps series  R.L. STE IN

His Dark Materials series  PHILIP PULLMAN

The Perks of Being a Wallflower 
  STEPHEN CHBOSKY

Power Play  ER IC WALTERS

La première fois  editor CHARLES MONTPETIT

The Shepherd’s Granddaughter   
 ANNE LAUREL CARTER

Summer Moon  JAN DEL IMA

Three Wishes: Palestinian and  
Israeli Children Speak  DEBORAH ELL IS

To Kill a Mockingbird  HARPER LEE

Trouble Is a Friend of Mine   
 STEPHANIE TROMLY

Underground to Canada  BARBARA SMUCKER

Wherever Nina Lies  LYNN WEINGARTEN

Written in Blood  JOHN WILSON

CHILDREN’S BOOKS

10,000 Dresses  MARCUS EWERT, 
 illustrator REX RAY

Alligators All Around: An Alphabet 
  MAURICE SENDAK

And Tango Makes Three  JUSTIN RICHARDSON  
 and PETER PARNELL, 
 illustrator HENRY COLE

Asha’s Mums  ROSAMUND ELWIN  
 and MICHELE PAULSE,  
 illustrator DAWN LEE

Battle Bunny  JON SCIESZKA and MAC BARNETT, 
 illustrator MATTHEW MYERS

Bedtime for Frances  RUSSELL HOBAN, 
 illustrator GARTH WILL IAMS

Bone Dog  ER IC ROHMANN

Christmas Tapestry  PATR ICIA POLACCO

Danny and the Dinosaur  SYD HOFF

Donovan’s Big Day  LESLÉA NEWMAN, 
 illustrator MIKE DUTTON

The Dumb Bunnies Go to the Zoo 
  SUE DEN IM, illustrator DAV PILKEY

Girls’ Life Head-to-Toe Guide to You 
  editors SARAH WASSNER FLYNN 
 and KAREN BOKRAM

Good Families Don’t  ROBERT MUNSCH,  
 illustrator ALAN DANIEL

Hop on Pop  DR. SEUSS

Lizzy’s Lion  DENNIS LEE

Matthew and the Midnight Flood   
 ALLEN MORGAN

Maxine’s Tree  DIANE LÉGER,  
 illustrator DAR CHURCHER

Miss Mousie’s Blind Date  T IM BEISER, 
 illustrator RACHEL BERMAN

Morris Micklewhite and the Tangerine Dress2  
 CHR IST INE BALDACCHINO,  
 illustrator ISABELLE MALENFANT

My First Ramadan  KAREN KATZ

The Sissy Duckling  HARVEY F IERSTEIN, 
 illustrator HENRY COLE

CHALLENGED BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

GRAPHIC NOVELS

Battling Boy  PAUL POPE

Blankets  CRAIG THOMPSON

Cage of Eden series, vols. 4 & 5   
 YOSHINOBU YAMADA

Darth Maul: Sith Apprentice 
  JO CASEY and CATHER INE SAUNDERS

The Graveyard Book, vols. 1 & 2 
  NEIL GAIMAN, illustrator P. CRAIG RUSSELL

Love & Rockets series  GILBERT HERNANDEZ  
 and JA IME HERNANDEZ

Les Nombrils  MARC DELAFONTAINE  
 and MARYSE DUBUC

Tales from the Farm  JEFF LEMIRE

THIS LIST FEATURES SELECTED TITLES THAT HAVE BEEN CHALLENGED IN  
Canada over the past six decades. The information was voluntarily submitted by 
publicly funded libraries and acquired through our own research. We’ve also included 

Canadian titles that have been challenged in other countries. To find even more challenged 
titles and learn why they were challenged, please see the challenged works list at  
 freedomtoread.ca   and the intellectual freedom challenges surveys at  cfla-fcab.ca .

THE HARRY POTTER SERIES1

By J.K. Rowling
The first book in this best-selling fantasy series 
appeared in 1997. Soon afterward, public 
libraries and schools 
across North America 
began to hear de-
mands for book bans.

In 2000, for 
example, the board of 
education in Durham, 
Ont., received com-
plaints from Christian 
parents who argued 
that children should 
not read or hear about wizardry, witchcraft and 
magic in class. The challenge eventually failed.

WHEN EVERYTHING FEELS LIKE  
THE MOVIES

By Raziel Reid
In 2014, this novel won a Governor General’s 
Literary Award. The main character is a gay teen 
who faces a difficult life at home and in school.

In 2015, Samara 
Koning petitioned the 
Canada Council for 
the Arts to revoke the 
award. She found the 
novel “offensive and 
graphic,” and 1,966 
people signed the 
petition. However, Reid 
kept his award.
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Allure
Cosmopolitan

Details
Esquire

Glamour
GQ

Health
Maclean’s

Men’s Fitness

NOW
Rolling Stone

Self
Seventeen

Sports 
Illustrated
Teen Vogue
US Weekly

Women’s Health

The Three Musketeers  ALEXANDRE DUMAS, 
 adapted by MORVAN, DUFRANNE, 
 RUBÉN and GALOPIN

Tintin in the Congo  HERGÉ

FICTION

American Gods  NEIL GAIMAN

The Apprenticeship of Duddy Kravitz   
 MORDECAI R ICHLER

Arvida  SAMUEL ARCHIBALD

The Book of Negroes4  LAWRENCE HILL

Canadian Poetry: The Modern Era   
 editor JOHN NEWLOVE

Claim Me (The Stark Trilogy, Book 2) 
  J. KENNER

Close Range: Wyoming Stories  ANNIE PROULX

Contes pour buveurs attardés   
 MICHEL TREMBLAY

The Diviners  MARGARET LAURENCE

Fire and Ice  ANNE STUART

Foxfire: Confessions of a Girl Gang   
 JOYCE CAROL OATES

The Giver  LOIS LOWRY

Go the F**k to Sleep  ADAM MANSBACH, 
 illustrator R ICARDO CORTÉS

How Evan Broke His Head and Other Secrets 
  GARTH STEIN

Lady Chatterley’s Lover  D.H. LAWRENCE

Lives of Girls and Women  ALICE MUNRO

THIS ONE SUMMER2

By Mariko Tamaki
Illustrated by Jillian Tamaki

In 2014, this graphic novel won a Governor 
General’s Literary Award. In 2016, the book 
rose to the top of the American Library 
Association’s list of most frequently chal-

lenged books in U.S. 
public libraries.

Critics objected 
to the use of profanity 
in dialogue and the 
depiction of sexual 
minorities and drug 
use. Schools in 
Minnesota and Florida 
banned the book.

CONSUMER MAGAZINES
In 2015, a complainant demanded that a B.C. 
public library cancel its subscriptions to at least 
17 different magazines: Cosmopolitan, Details, 
Esquire, Glamour, GQ, Health, Men’s Fitness, Men’s 
Health, Redbook, Rolling Stone, Self, Seventeen, 
Shape, Sports Illustrated, Teen Vogue, US Weekly 
and Women’s Health.

The depictions of 
human bodies, the 
complainant said, were 
inaccurate, insensitive and 
sexist. However, the library 
retained the magazines and 
subscriptions.

THE HANDMAID’S TALE1

By Margaret Atwood
In 1985, this novel, which depicts a future 
Christian theocracy, won a Governor General’s 
Literary Award.

In 2008, a father 
in Toronto complained 
about the novel’s use 
in his son’s grade 
12 English class. He 
disliked the novel’s 
“profane language,” 
anti-Christian 
overtones and “sexual 
degradation.”

In 2009, the pub-
lic school board’s review panel recommended 
the novel’s continued use in grades 11 and 12.

MAGAZINES

Lolita  VLADIMIR NABOKOV

Maria Monk  SYLV IE OUELLETTE

Marvel’s The Avengers Encyclopedia   
 MATT FORBECK and DANIEL WALLACE

Murphy’s Law  COLIN BATEMAN

Of Mice and Men  JOHN STEINBECK

Roger Sudden  THOMAS H. RADDALL

The Satanic Verses  SALMAN RUSHDIE

Such a Long Journey3  ROHINTON MISTRY

Such Is My Beloved  MORLEY CALLAGHAN

Three Day Road  JOSEPH BOYDEN

The Three Incestuous Sisters 
  AUDREY N IFFENEGGER

The Troop: A Novel of Terror  NICK CUTTER

Warlord  TED BELL

The Wars  T IMOTHY F INDLEY

The Young in One Another’s Arms  JANE RULE

NON-FICTION

Caring for Your Baby and Young Child   
 STEVEN P. SHELOV

Chicken Soup for the Unsinkable Soul 
  JACK CANFIELD, MARK V ICTOR HANSEN 
 and HEATHER MCNAMARA

Deadly Sins  THOMAS PYNCHON and OTHERS

Earth (The Book): A Visitor’s Guide 
to the Human Race  JON STEWART

The Facts on Halloween 
  JOHN ANKERBERG, JOHN WELDON 
 and DILLON BURROUGHS

Fifty Mighty Men  GRANT MACEWAN

A Practical Guide to Children’s Health 
  KATE T IETJE

Pride: Celebrating Diversity & Community   
 ROBIN STEVENSON

Rise to Greatness: The History of Canada 
from the Vikings to the Present   
 CONRAD BLACK

Robert Mapplethorpe: The Photographs 
  PAUL MARTINEAU and BR ITT SALVESEN

The Way I Am  EMINEM

What I Meant to Say: The Private 
Lives of Men  editor IAN BROWN

1challenged in the United States and Canada
2challenged in the United States

3challenged in India
4challenged in the Netherlands

Canadian Publications
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BLACKOUT POETRY:  Photocopy a 
page from your favourite challenged 
book or magazine; then black out some 
of the text with a black marker to make 
a poem from the remaining visible text.

CAGED BOOKS:  Create a cage with 
chicken wire and display challenged 
books and magazines inside.

GET CAUGHT READING:  Create a 
mugshot backdrop. Library patrons can 
have their picture taken with a banned 
or challenged book or magazine.

MAKE A TIMELINE:  Show the 
history of book challenges or book 
burnings. Your timeline could be a 
poster, a banner or a chalk drawing 
on pavement. Check out our “35 Years 
of Freedom of Expression” timeline 
at  freedomtoread.ca/links-and-
resources/timeline .

HOST A READING:  Set up a speaker 
box where people can read aloud from 
censored materials. Broadcast the event 
on Facebook Live, YouTube Live or 
another app to spread the word.

INVITE SPEAKERS:  Invite an author, 
librarian, publisher or teacher to speak 
about freedom of expression. Prepare 
questions for the guest.

MOVIE NIGHT:  Many challenged 
books have been made into movies, 
many of which have been challenged. 
Get together and watch one.

GUESS THE BOOK CONTEST:  Wrap 
books in brown paper, write a clue on 
the paper, and have people guess which 
book it is. You can also photocopy a 
few pages of each book, cut the copies 
into strips and place them in a jar for 
people to draw and guess.

COVER DRAWING CONTEST:  What’s 
your favourite challenged book? See 
who can design the best cover for it. A 
banned-book bundle makes a great prize!

TRIVIA NIGHT:  Host a freedom-
to-read-themed trivia night. Head 
to  freedomtoread.ca/links-and-
resources/trivia  for our bank 
of questions about censorship and 
challenged works.

TWEET:  Tweet out one challenged 
book or magazine a day and include the 
hashtag   #FTRWeek  .

FACEBOOK PROFILE FRAME:  Add 
our custom Freedom to Read Week 
frame to your Facebook profile photo 
to show everyone you’re celebrating. 
Simply go to   facebook.com/
profilepicframes   and search for 
Freedom to Read Week.

TAG US IN YOUR INSTAGRAM 
PHOTOS:  Share what you’re up to on 
Instagram. Don’t forget to follow and 
tag us   @bookandperiodicalcouncil  !

SPREAD THE WORD:  Get in touch 
with other libraries, schools, bookstores 
and organizations to ask about their 
FTRW events and activities. Share 
them online!

BECOME A FRIEND OF FTRW:   
Head to   change.org/p/support-
freedom-to-read   to sign our Friend 
of FTRW statement and pledge your 
commitment to every Canadian’s 
freedom to read.

PLAN AN EVENT DIYGET SOCIAL

15 THINGS YOU CAN DO
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FREEDOM TO READ WEEK 2019 RUNS FROM FEBRUARY 24 TO MARCH 2.   
How will you celebrate your freedom to read? Whether you’re a teacher, librarian, student, 
bookseller or lover of the written word, try these ideas for activities in your classroom or community.

https://twitter.com/hashtag/FTRWeek
https://www.facebook.com/profilepicframes
https://www.facebook.com/profilepicframes
https://www.instagram.com/bookandperiodicalcouncil/
https://www.change.org/p/support-freedom-to-read
https://www.change.org/p/support-freedom-to-read
http://www.freedomtoread.ca/links-and-resources/trivia
http://www.freedomtoread.ca/links-and-resources/trivia
http://www.freedomtoread.ca/links-and-resources/timeline/
http://www.freedomtoread.ca/links-and-resources/timeline/
https://www.facebook.com/FreedomToReadWeek/
https://twitter.com/Freedom_to_Read
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SUPPORT 
FREEDOM TO READ
Donate to the Book and Periodical 
Council at

 freedomtoread.ca/support-freedom-to-read 

Your donation makes it possible for 
the BPC to publicize free expression 
issues, promote Freedom to Read 
Week and publish our resource kit, 
campaign poster and bookmark.

Please note: we thank all donors for their contributions, 
but we are unable to give charitable tax receipts.

HOLD AN EVENT
Anyone can host a Freedom to Read Week event! 
Visit our website at  freedomtoread.ca/events   
to find ideas and information about events  
across Canada. A great way to start your event  
is by reading this welcome message:

ASK US A QUESTION
If you have any ques-
tions about Freedom to 
Read Week or free-
dom of expression in 
Canada, please email 
us at  publicity@ 
freedomtoread.ca  
or  info@ 
freedomtoread.ca .

TWEET ABOUT US
Year round, the 
 @Freedom_to_Read  
Twitter account is 
your best source for 
news about freedom 
of expression and 
censorship issues in 
Canada and abroad. 
Use  #FTRWeek  
and  #FreedomToRead  
to have your say!

TAG US ON 
INSTAGRAM
We love to see what 
you’re up to during 
Freedom to Read 
Week. Don’t forget to 
take lots of photos and 
follow and tag us  
 @bookandperiodical 
council .

SIGN UP FOR OUR 
NEWSLETTER
Once a month, we 
email a newsletter that 
includes stories about 
censorship, ideas for 
getting involved with 
Freedom to Read Week 
and a list of events 
and campaigns in your 
area. To subscribe, 
visit our website or 
Facebook page.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE
Our website 
at  freedomtoread.ca  
includes a list of chal-
lenged materials, news 
stories about censor-
ship, clip art and 
banners, an interactive 
events page, resources 
for educators and even 
more ideas for partici-
pating in Freedom to 
Read Week.

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
Our Facebook page 
includes new items 
about censorship 
and challenged 
books as well as 
ideas for the defence 
of the freedom to 
read. Like our page 
at  facebook.com/
FreedomToReadWeek . 
Send us news stories 
and updates about 
what’s happening in 
your neighbourhood, 
and we’ll post them on 
our timeline.

We keep the conversation going about Freedom to Read Week 
through our website, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

How to Reach Us During Freedom to Read WeekJOIN THE CONVERSATION

This event is part of Freedom to Read 
Week, an annual program of the Book 
and Periodical Council. Freedom to Read 
Week celebrates intellectual freedom, raises 
awareness of censorship and promotes 
access to books, magazines and information 
in Canada. To find more information, 
visit  freedomtoread.ca  or follow  
 @Freedom_to_Read  on Twitter.
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By  Jaclyn Law

Welcome to  
Defenders! 
Will you be the 
first to prevail 
against censorship 
and defend free expression 
and the freedom to read?

You read a 
challenged 

magazine. Move 
ahead 2 spaces!

You read a 
challenged novel. 

Move ahead 
2 spaces!

You attend a  
Freedom to Read 

Week event. 
Move ahead 2 

spaces!

A bookseller 
defends your 
challenged 

graphic novel. 
Move ahead 2 

spaces!

Your political cartoon 
is deleted from a 

website after 
the subject 
complains.

Go back 3 
spaces. 

A book you 
ordered from 
another country is 
held at the border 
by customs officials. 
Go back 2 spaces.

Your young-adult novel is challenged 
at a public library and reclassified 
as adult fiction. Lose a turn.

You 
sign a 
petition 

to support 
a challenged 
author. Move 

ahead 2 spaces!

You join an 
organization that 

supports freedom 
of the press. 

Move ahead 3 
spaces!

The 
government 

turns down your 
access-to-information 

request. Go back
3 spaces.

Your 
novel is 

removed from a 
school curriculum 

after a parent com-
plains. Go back 4 

spaces.

START

FINISH

A corporation 
targets your 

community activism 
group with a SLAPP.* 

Go back 
3 spaces.

*strategic 
lawsuit against 

public participation

Players: 2 to 6.
You’ll need: One six-sided die and different objects 
for players’ game pieces (such as coins or buttons).
How to play: Place your game pieces on the “START”  
space. The youngest player goes first. Roll the die and  
move your game piece the  
number of spaces indicated. 
Follow any instructions 
on the space where 
you land. Play passes 
to the left. The first 
player to reach the  

“FINISH” space is the 
free expression 
superstar!
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GET INVOLVED

https://www.facebook.com/FreedomToReadWeek/
https://twitter.com/Freedom_to_Read


The LPG’s mandate is to support the growth of Canadian 
literary culture. The freedom to read helps to ensure that all 
Canadians have access to diverse, innovative and creative 
literary voices in their schools and libraries and on their 
shelves.

LITERARY PRESS GROUP OF CANADA

In 1974, members of the Writers’ Union of Canada (TWUC) 
lent their voices and pens to discussions about the Soviet Union’s 
deportation of dissident writer Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, whose 
work The Gulag Archipelago was officially suppressed within the 
Soviet bloc. We also drew attention to the book’s removal from 
the Nova Scotia Department of Education’s book bureau. Since 
then, TWUC has been one of Canada’s strongest advocates for 
the freedom to read. We congratulate Freedom to Read Week 
on this important anniversary and look forward to continued 
work on this vital issue.

THE WRITERS’ UNION OF CANADA

Without access to reading that engages us as individuals, we 
lose the vital opportunity to develop a comprehensive world 
view. Reading is an indispensable tool, and diverse choices 
are the key to a well-rounded society. So freedom to read is a 
credo to live by.

NATIONAL READING CAMPAIGN

When we provide our children with opportunities to 
read about difficult and challenging situations—as well 
as joyful and exciting ones—and to discuss them in a safe 
environment, we allow them to explore not only the world, 
but also their personal values. 
 The Ontario Library Association believes that reading 
helps our children become active and knowledgeable 
participants in our society. Books expand their perspectives, 
help them develop their own opinions, inform them of the 
world beyond their window and inspire them to dream a 
brighter future.

ONTARIO LIBRARY ASSOCIATION

Freedom to Read Week 35th Anniversary
Book and Periodical Council Member Quotations

Our freedom to read and freedom to publish are central to 
democracy and citizen engagement. These rights are the 
foundation on which Canadian publishers’ work is built and 
make possible our contributions to national debate, discussion 
and public education.

ASSOCIATION OF CANADIAN PUBLISHERS
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